Innovative design

Operating System: Windows 10

On-the-go flexibility: At less than 2lbs, the Latitude 5285 2-in-1 is built for mobility. From meetings around the office to traveling across the country, its thin and light frame can fit anywhere.

Enjoy the view, all day: Take in the 12.3" Full HD screen without sacrificing your battery life. Up to 12 hours 29 mins* of battery keeps up with your screen’s performance, while Corning® Gorilla® Glass 4 guards against drops and rough surfaces.

Powerful and easy to manage

Reliable performance: Equipped with the latest generation of Intel® processors, it’s powerful performance for your workday. (Standard is i5-7300 Processor 3.5 GHz)

All-day battery life: Make the most of your workday with up to 12 hours 29 mins* of battery life.

Extensive connectivity: Conveniently connect with a single cable or wirelessly with the optional Dell Dock (available in MinerMall).
Set up for success

The auto-deploy kickstand (standard) is an industry-first feature designed for a smooth work experience. Place your Latitude 5285 2-in-1 on a flat surface and watch the kickstand automatically extend. It can rotate up to 150 degrees for multiple viewing angles.

Options

Boost productivity and streamline your workflow with an optional travel keyboard and active pen. The thin, lightweight keyboard attaches magnetically for easy transitions between laptop and tablet modes, while the active pen lets you take notes directly on the screen and magnetically attaches to your device when not in use.

Specifications for UTEP Standard Dell 5285

Processor: 7th Generation Intel Core i5-7300U (Dual Core, 2.60Gz, 3MB cache)
Display: 12.3" 3:2 Touch WUXGA (1920 x 1280)
Memory: 8GB LPDDR3
Storage: 128GB M.2 2280 SSD
Keyboard: travel keyboard and active pen
Ports & Slots


Dimensions and Weight

**Tablet Only:**
1. Height: 0.38” (9.76 mm)
2. Width: 11.5” (292 mm)
3. Depth: 8.22” (208.8 mm)
Weight: 1.89 lbs (0.86 kg)

**With Travel Keyboard:**
1. Height: 0.59” (14.9 mm)
2. Width: 11.5” (292 mm)
3. Depth: 8.52” (216.4 mm)
Weight: 2.64 lbs (1.19 kg)